Acrylic Powder
A combination of liquid and powder that is shaped onto your nails with
optional nail extensions, topped with polish of your choice

Full Set $35
Fill $25

Gel Powder
Stronger than acrylic, this powder is shaped onto your nails with optional
nail extensions, topped with polish of your choice

Full Set $45
Fill $35
P&W Full Set $70
P&W Fill $60

Liquid Gel
The strongest and most lightweight artificial nail coating, this gel is shaped
onto your nails with optional nail extensions, topped with polish of your
choice

Full Set $55
Fill $45
P&W Full Set $75
P&W Fill $65

Dipping Powder
Pigmented powder is layered onto your natural nails for a strong,
lightweight, and healthier coating with the option of nail extensions. Odorfree and no UV light needed.

Overlay $50
P&W Full Set $60
Ombré $70

* Overlay: Artificial powder/gel is applied over the top of natural nails, without artificial nail tips
* Pink & White (P&W): Pink and white powder/gel that mimics the look of French tips without polish

Gel Polish

$15

Nail Tips

$5

Extra Length (Tips)

$5+

Classic
Nail trimming, shaping, buffering, cuticle cleaning, hand massage + regular polish

$23

Gel
Nail trimming, shaping, buffering, cuticle cleaning, hand massage + gel polish

$38

Deluxe
Classic Manicure + sea salt scrub, hydrating skin mask, hot towel wrap, paraffin dip and a
lotion hand massage. Choose from our selection of scents including lavender, cucumber,
citrus, orange and cherry blossom.

$35

Deluxe Gel
Gel Manicure + sea salt scrub, hydrating skin mask, hot towel wrap, paraffin dip and a lotion
hand massage. Choose from our selection of scents including lavender, cucumber, citrus,
orange and cherry blossom.

$50

Polish Change
Nail trimming, shaping, buffering + regular polish

Hands $12
Feet $15

Gel Polish Change
Nail trimming, shaping, buffering + gel polish

$30

French

$5+

Nail Art

$5+

Artificial Nail Removal

$15

Gel Polish + Dip Removal

$10

(18 years and younger)

Full Service
e.g. full set or fill of artificial nails, manicure, or pedicure

$5 off

Polish Change (10 years and younger)
Nail trimming, shaping, buffering + polish & two nail art

Regular Polish $10
Gel Polish $20

Eyebrows

$15

Chin

$15

Lips

$10

Facial

$50

Classic
Nail trimming, shaping, buffering, cuticle cleaning, foot massage + regular polish

$38

Herbal Deluxe
Classic Pedicure + callus removal, sea salt scrub, hydrating skin mask, hot towel wrap,
paraffin dip, and lotion massage. Choose from our selection of scents including lavender,
cucumber, citrus, orange and cherry blossom.

$55

Volcanic Hot Stone Pedicure
Herbal Deluxe + a hot stone and oil massage designed to relieve muscle tension with heat
therapy

$65

Pearl/Green Tea Honey Spa Deluxe
Classic Pedicure + callus removal, hot towel wrap, paraffin dip, and an individual spa package
including a relaxing soak in pearl or green tea honey, sugar scrub, nourishing mask, hydrating
cleanser/callus softener, and antioxidant massage gel

$65

Jelly Pedicure
Classic Pedicure + callus removal, hot towel wrap, paraffin dip, and an individual spa package
including a hydrating jelly spa in aloe or lavender, sea salt soak, sugar scrub, nourishing
mask, and natural plant and oil extract massage cream

$75

Wax/Paraffin Dip

$10

Hot Stone Massage

$10

Callus Removal

$5

Gel Polish

$15

